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Poignant, funny, scary, and seemingly all too possible…

Fic Cle

Bobby Phillips is an average fifteen-year-old boy. Until the 
morning he wakes up and can't see himself in the mirror. 
Not blind, not dreaming. Bobby is just plain invisible...

There doesn't seem to be any rhyme or reason to Bobby's 
new condition; even his dad the physicist can't figure it 
out. For Bobby that means no school, no friends, no life. 
He's a missing person. Then he meets Alicia. She's blind, 
and Bobby can't resist talking to her, trusting her. But 
people are starting to wonder where Bobby is. Bobby 
knows that his invisibility could have dangerous 
consequences for his family and that time is running out. 
He has to find out how to be seen again before it's too late.

Buckle-in for a space adventure of a lifetime

Fic Car

Andrew "Ender" Wiggin thinks he is playing computer simulated war games; he is, 
in fact, engaged in something far more desperate. The result of genetic 
experimentation, Ender may be the military genius Earth desperately needs in a 
war against an alien enemy seeking to destroy all human life. The only way to find 
out is to throw Ender into ever harsher training, to chip away and find the 
diamond inside, or destroy him utterly. Ender Wiggin is six years old when it 
begins. He will grow up fast.

But Ender is not the only result of the experiment. The war with the Buggers has 
been raging for a hundred years, and the quest for the perfect general has been 
underway almost as long. Ender's two older siblings, Peter and Valentine, are 
every bit as unusual as he is, but in very different ways. While Peter was too 
uncontrollably violent, Valentine very nearly lacks the capability for violence 
altogether. Neither was found suitable for the military's purpose. But they are 
driven by their jealousy of Ender, and by their inbred drive for power. Peter seeks 
to control the political process, to become a ruler. Valentine's abilities turn more 
toward the subtle control of the beliefs of commoner and elite alike, through 
powerfully convincing essays. Hiding their youth and identities behind the 
anonymity of the computer networks, these two begin working together to shape 
the destiny of Earth-an Earth that has no future at all if their brother Ender fails.



This first novel bristles with attitude that is both 
genuine and alarming

Fic Fla

Maleeka suffers every day from the taunts of the 
other kids in her class. If they're not getting at her 
about her homemade clothes or her good grades, 
it's about her dark, black skin.

When a new teacher, whose face is blotched with 
a startling white patch, starts at their school, 
Maleeka can see there is bound to be trouble for 
her too. But the new teacher's attitude surprises 
Maleeka. Miss Saunders loves the skin she's in. 
Can Maleeka learn to do the same?

A gripping adventure set in a world inspired by 
medieval India

Fic Bha

Gul has spent her life running. She has a star-shaped birthmark on 
her arm, and in the kingdom of Ambar, girls with such birthmarks 
have been disappearing for years. Gul's mark is what caused her 
parents' murder at the hand of King Lohar's ruthless soldiers and 
forced her into hiding to protect her own life. So when a group of 
rebel women called the Sisters of the Golden Lotus rescue her, take 
her in, and train her in warrior magic, Gul wants only one thing: 
revenge.

Cavas lives in the tenements, and he's just about ready to sign his life 
over to the king's army. His father is terminally ill, and Cavas will do 
anything to save him. But sparks fly when he meets a mysterious 
girl--Gul--in the capital's bazaar, and as the chemistry between them 
undeniably grows, he becomes entangled in a mission of 
vengeance--and discovers a magic he never expected to find.



A stunning debut novel that conjures a world of        
magic and danger…

Fic Ade

Zélie Adebola remembers when the soil of Orïsha hummed with magic. 
Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zélie’s Reaper mother 
summoned forth souls.

But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of 
a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zélie without a mother and her 
people without hope.

Now Zélie has one chance to bring back magic and strike against the 
monarchy. With the help of a rogue princess, Zélie must outwit and 
outrun the crown prince, who is hell-bent on eradicating magic for good.

Danger lurks in Orïsha, where snow leoponaires prowl and vengeful 
spirits wait in the waters. Yet the greatest danger may be Zélie herself as 
she struggles to control her powers and her growing feelings for an 
enemy.

Magic is dangerous—but love is more dangerous still…

Fic Cla

In a time when Shadowhunters are barely winning the fight 
against the forces of darkness, one battle will change the course 
of history forever. Welcome to the Infernal Devices trilogy, a 
stunning and dangerous prequel to the New York Times 
bestselling Mortal Instruments series.

The year is 1878. Tessa Gray descends into London’s dark 
supernatural underworld in search of her missing brother. She 
soon discovers that her only allies are the demon-slaying 
Shadowhunters—including Will and Jem, the mysterious boys 
she is attracted to. Soon they find themselves up against the 
Pandemonium Club, a secret organization of vampires, demons, 
warlocks, and humans. Equipped with a magical army of 
unstoppable clockwork creatures, the Club is out to rule the 
British Empire, and only Tessa and her allies can stop them...



 Exploring complex issues that affect many young teens, 
this novel offers a powerful message about speaking up

When best friends Tai and Mila are reunited after a summer apart, their 
friendship threatens to combust from the pressure of secrets, middle 
school, and the looming dance auditions for a new talented-and-gifted 
program.

Fans of Renée Watson’s Piecing Me Together will love this memorable story 
about a complex friendship between two very different African American 
girls—and the importance of speaking up.

Jamila Phillips and Tai Johnson have been inseparable since they were 
toddlers, having grown up across the street from each other in Pirates Cove, 
a low-income housing project. As summer comes to an end, Tai can’t wait 
for Mila to return from spending a month with her aunt in the suburbs. But 
both girls are grappling with secrets, and when Mila returns she’s more 
focused on her upcoming dance auditions than hanging out with Tai.

An incredible heroine's journey filled with mythos come to life; 
but at its heart, honors the importance of love and family.

Fic Cor

I was chosen by the Deos. Even gods make 
mistakes.

Alex is a bruja, the most powerful witch in a 
generation…and she hates magic. At her 
Deathday celebration, Alex performs a spell to 
rid herself of her power. But it backfires. Her 
whole family vanishes into thin air, leaving her 
alone with Nova, a brujo she can’t trust, but 
who may be Alex’s only chance at saving her 
family.

Fic Cha



Outcasts by blood. Warriors by choice.
Sixteen-year-old Deka lives in fear and anticipation of the blood ceremony that 
will determine whether she will become a member of her village. Already 
different from everyone else because of her unnatural intuition, Deka prays for 
red blood so she can finally feel like she belongs.

But on the day of the ceremony, her blood runs gold, the color of impurity--and 
Deka knows she will face a consequence worse than death.

Then a mysterious woman comes to her with a choice: stay in the village and 
submit to her fate, or leave to fight for the emperor in an army of girls just like 
her. They are called alaki--near-immortals with rare gifts. And they are the only 
ones who can stop the empire's greatest threat.

Knowing the dangers that lie ahead yet yearning for acceptance, Deka decides to 
leave the only life she's ever known. But as she journeys to the capital to train for 
the biggest battle of her life, she will discover that the great walled city holds 
many surprises. Nothing and no one are quite what they seem to be--not even 
Deka herself.

A big-hearted, gutsy heroine enters the world of 
K-pop and finds her voice…

Fic Lee

Candace Park knows a lot about playing a role. For most of her life, she's been 
playing the role of the quiet Korean girl who takes all AP classes and plays a classical 
instrument, keeping her dreams of stardom-and her obsession with SLK, K-pop's top 
boyband-to herself. She doesn't see how a regular girl like her could possibly become 
one of those K-pop goddesses she sees on YouTube. Even though she can sing. Like, 
really sing.

So when Candace secretly enters a global audition held by SLK's music label, the last 
thing she expects is to actually get a coveted spot in their trainee program. And 
convincing her strict parents to let her to go is all but impossible ... although it's 
nothing compared to what comes next.

Under the strict supervision of her instructors at the label's headquarters in Seoul, 
Candace must perfect her performance skills to within an inch of her life, learn to 
speak Korean fluently, and navigate the complex hierarchies of her fellow trainees, 
all while following the strict rules of the industry. Rule number one? NO DATING, 
which becomes impossible to follow when she meets a dreamy boy trainee. And in 
the all-out battle to debut, Candace is in danger of planting herself in the middle of a 
scandal lighting up the K-pop fandom around the world.

Fic For



Ivan’s unforgettable first-person narration in a story of 
friendship, art, and hope

Fic App

Welcome to Anara, a world mysteriously crumbling to 
devastation, where nothing is what it seems: Ancient relics 
emit technologically advanced powers, members of the old 
Order are hunted by the governing Watch yet revered by the 
people, and the great energy that connects all seems to also 
be destroying all. The only hope for the world lies in Galen, a 
man of the old Order and a Keeper of relics, and his 
sixteen-year-old apprentice, Raffi. 

They know of a secret relic with great power that has been 
hidden for centuries. As they search for it, they will be tested 
beyond their limits. For there are monsters-some human, 
some not-that also want the relic's power and will stop at 
nothing to get it.

Fic Fis

Ivan is an easygoing gorilla. Living at the Exit 8 Big Top Mall and 
Video Arcade, he has grown accustomed to humans watching 
him through the glass walls of his domain. He rarely misses his 
life in the jungle. In fact, he hardly ever thinks about it at all.

Instead, Ivan thinks about TV shows he’s seen and about his 
friends Stella, an elderly elephant, and Bob, a stray dog. But 
mostly Ivan thinks about art and how to capture the taste of a 
mango or the sound of leaves with color and a well-placed line.

Then he meets Ruby, a baby elephant taken from her family, 
and she makes Ivan see their home—and his own art—through 
new eyes. When Ruby arrives, change comes with her, and it’s 
up to Ivan to make it a change for the better.

Dive into the mystical world of Anara…



The first book in the hilariously bewitching Magic 
in Manhattan series!

What if all your wishes could come true? Blink your eyes, 
drink a fizzing pink potion, and poof! Life is perfect. That's 
Rachel's situation. Except she's not the one who suddenly 
has magical powers. Her younger sister is. And as Rachel 
would tell you, spellbooks are wasted on the young!

Yes, yes, of course world peace and cures for horrible 
diseases are important. But so is dancing without looking 
like she's being electrocuted, winning back her best friend, 
stopping her dad's wedding, and finding a date for Spring 
Fling.

Rachel's not bewitched. Yet. . . .

An explosive fantasy set in a world of magic and 
legend with a twist you will never see coming…

Fic Mly

THERE’S MAGIC IN HER BLOOD.

Arrah is a young woman from a long line of the most powerful 
witch doctors in the land. But she fails at magic, fails to call 
upon the ancestors and can't even cast the simplest curse.

Shame and disappointment dog her.

When strange premonitions befall her family and children in the 
kingdom begin to disappear, Arrah undergoes the dangerous 
and scorned process of selling years of her life for magic. This 
borrowed power reveals a nightmarish betrayal and a danger 
beyond what she could have imagined. Now Arrah must find a 
way to master magic, or at least buy it, in order to save herself 
and everything she holds dear.    Fic Bar

     



Good things don't happen to girls who come from 
nothing...unless they risk everything

Fierce and ambitious, Aina Solís as sharp as her blade and as mysterious 
as the blood magic she protects. After the murder of her parents, Aina 
takes a job as an assassin to survive and finds a new family in those like 
her: the unwanted and forgotten.

Her boss is brutal and cold, with a questionable sense of morality, but he 
provides a place for people with nowhere else to go. And makes sure they 
stay there.

DIAMOND CITY: built by magic, ruled by tyrants, and in desperate need of 
saving. It is a world full of dark forces and hidden agendas, old rivalries 
and lethal new enemies.

To claim a future for herself in a world that doesn't want her to survive, 
Aina will have to win a game of murder and conspiracy—and risk losing 
everything.

Fast paced and full of suspense

Fic Flo

Ten years ago, all the superhumans vanished. No one knows 
what happened to them? Until now. 

Thirteen year-olds Danny and Colin are shocked to discover that 
they are in fact the beginning of a renewed superhuman race. 
As they rise to take the place of the lost generation, the 
unimaginable truth behind the explosive final battle that 
occurred ten years ago between the superheroes and the 
supervillains is exposed. And when the past resurfaces, Danny 
and his fellow superheroes must face the new challenges that 
threaten their survival. On the run from everyone, and not 
knowing who is friend or foe, the one ability the new heroes are 
going to need most is the power to distinguish good from evil.Fic Car



Five kids with unusual talents are brought together to 
commit an impossible crime…
A magic-infused fantasy that brings together a ragtag group of kids to pull off a 
crime so difficult, countless adults have already tried and failed. Lured by the 
promise of more money than they've ever dreamed of, five young criminals are 
hired to steal a heavily guarded treasure from the most powerful sorcerer in the 
city. 

There's Callan the con artist, Meriel the expert at acrobatics (and knives!), Gareth 
the researcher, Lachlan who can obtain anything, and Foxtail, whose mysterious 
eyeless mask doesn't hinder her ability to climb walls like a spider. Though their 
shadowy backgrounds meant that they've never trusted anyone but themselves, the 
five must learn to rely on each other in order to get the job done.

But as Callan has been warned most of his life, it's best to stay away from magic. It 
can turn on you at any moment, and make you think you're the one running the con 
game, when in reality you're the one being fooled. Faced with these insurmountable 
odds, can the new friends pull off this legendary heist, or has their luck finally run 
out?

A SACRED OATH. A FALLEN ANGEL. A FORBIDDEN LOVE

Fic San

Romance was not part of Nora Grey's plan. She's never been 
particularly attracted to the boys at her school, no matter how hard 
her best friend, Vee, pushes them at her. Not until Patch comes 
along. With his easy smile and eyes that seem to see inside her, 
Patch draws Nora to him against her better judgment.

But after a series of terrifying encounters, Nora's not sure whom to 
trust. Patch seems to be everywhere she is and seems to know more 
about her than her closest friends. She can't decide whether she 
should fall into his arms or run and hide. And when she tries to seek 
some answers, she finds herself near a truth that is way more 
unsettling than anything Patch makes her feel.

For she is right in the middle of an ancient battle between the 
immortal and those that have fallen - and, when it comes to 
choosing sides, the wrong choice will cost Nora her life.

Fic Fit



Eva Evergreen is determined to earn the rank of Novice Witch before her thirteenth birthday. 
If she doesn't, she'll lose her magic forever. For most young witches and wizards, it's a simple 
enough test:

One: Help your town, do good all around.
Two: Live there for one moon, don't leave too soon.
Three: Fly home by broomstick, the easiest of tricks.

The only problem? Eva only has a pinch of magic. She summons heads of cabbage instead of 
flowers and gets a sunburn instead of calling down rain. And to add insult to injury, whenever 
she overuses her magic, she falls asleep.

When she lands in the tranquil coastal town of Auteri, the residents expect a powerful witch, 
not a semi-magical girl. So Eva comes up with a plan: set up a magical repair shop to aid 
Auteri and prove he’s worthy. She may have more blood than magic, but her "semi-magical 
fixes" repair the lives of the townspeople in ways they never could have imagined. Only, 
Eva's bit of magic may not be enough when the biggest magical storm in history threatens 
the town she's grown to love. Eva must conjure up all of the magic, bravery, and cleverness 
she can muster or Auteri and her dreams of becoming a witch will wash away with the storm.

An entertaining fantasy takes readers on a wild ride

Fic Abe

When fifteen-year-old Clary Fray heads out to the Pandemonium Club in 
New York City, she hardly expects to witness a murder -- much less a 
murder committed by three teenagers covered with strange tattoos and 
brandishing bizarre weapons. Then the body disappears into thin air. It's 
hard to call the police when the murderers are invisible to everyone else 
and when there is nothing -- not even a smear of blood -- to show that a 
boy has died. Or was he a boy?

This is Clary's first meeting with the Shadowhunters, warriors dedicated to 
ridding the earth of demons. It's also her first encounter with Jace, a 
Shadowhunter who looks a little like an angel and acts a lot like a jerk. 
Within twenty-four hours Clary is pulled into Jace's world with a 
vengeance, when her mother disappears and Clary herself is attacked by a 
demon. But why would demons be interested in ordinary mundanes like 
Clary and her mother? And how did Clary suddenly get the Sight? The 
Shadowhunters would like to know...

Fic Cla

Sometimes all you need is a pinch of magic...



I am a beast.

A beast. Not quite wolf or bear, gorilla or dog but a horrible new 
creature who walks upright—a creature with fangs and claws and 
hair springing from every pore. I am a monster.

You think I'm talking fairy tales? No way. The place is New York City. 
The time is now. It's no deformity, no disease. And I'll stay this way 
forever—ruined—unless I can break the spell.

Yes, the spell, the one the witch in my English class cast on me. Why 
did she turn me into a beast who hides by day and prowls by night? 
I'll tell you. I'll tell you how I used to be Kyle Kingsbury, the guy you 
wished you were, with money, perfect looks, and the perfect life. 
And then, I'll tell you how I became perfectly . . . beastly.

A riveting series that defies what you think you know 
about the world of magic

Fic Fli

Most kids would do anything to pass the Iron Trial. Not 
Callum Hunt. He wants to fail. All his life, Call has been 
warned by his father to stay away from magic. If he succeeds 
at the Iron Trial and is admitted into the Magisterium, he is 
sure it can only mean bad things for him. So he tries his best 
to do his worst - and fails at failing. Now the Magisterium 
awaits him. It's a place that's both sensational and sinister, 
with dark ties to his past and a twisty path to his future. The 
Iron Trial is just the beginning, for the biggest test is still to 
come . . . From the remarkable imaginations of bestselling 
authors Holly Black and Cassandra Clare comes a 
heart-stopping, mind-blowing, pulse-pounding plunge into 
the magical unknown.Fic Bla

A new spin on a classic fairy-tale…


